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Item Response 

1.  Respondent  
        Name NYSRC Reliability Rules Subcommittee 
        Organization  
        Address  
        Phone & Fax numbers  
        Email address  
  
2.  Title of proposed rule change & PRR No. Resource Availability Requirements (PRR #101) 
  
3.  New rule or modification of NYSRC RR?  
         If a new rule is proposed, provide any 
relevant citation to existing standards 

 

         If a modification to an existing rule is 
proposed, provide NYSRC RR reference 

C-R2, C-M4 and C-M5 

  
4.  Wording of proposed rule change C-R2: 

Resource availability data requiredneeded tofor the analyzesis 
and model the of the reliability of the NYCA shall be collected 
and maintained through the development of appropriate outage 
data reporting and review procedures. Data shall include forced, 
partial, and maintenance outage and load response data statistics 
for resources located in/or serving the NYCA, covering an 
appropriate historical period. 

  
5.  Rationale for proposed rule change  
         Identify advantages These Reliability Rule C-R2 and Measurement C-M4 & C-M5 

changes will clarify and make more specific requirements for 
reporting resource outage data to the NYISO and review of the 
data after it has been received, for the purpose of ensuring the 
quality of data that is available for reliability studies.  

  
         Identify disadvantages None. 
  
6.  Measurement(s) C-M4: 

The NYISO shall establish and maintain procedures and 
schedules for reporting of outage and load response data to the 
NYISO for those ICAP resources, as well as energy-only 
resources, serving the NYCA. 
The NYISO shall establish and maintain procedures to address 
Installed Capacity Provider resource outage data reporting 
requirements and NYISO methods of processing resource outage 
data to ensure that consistent and accurate data is available to 
support NYSRC and NYISO reliability studies. This data shall 
include forced, partial, and maintenance outage statistics. The 
procedures shall include the following: 
 

1. Installed Capacity Provider outage data reporting 
instructions. 

2. Installed Capacity Provider outage data reporting 
schedules. 

3. Training programs or workshops for Installed Capacity 
Providers that focus on proper outage data collection 
and reporting methods for ensuring that accurate data is 
submitted to the NYISO. 



4. The consequences to an Installed Capacity Provider of 
failing to submit complete, accurate, and timely data to 
the NYISO.  

5. Due diligence NYISO methods or processes for 
reviewing and screening of outage data received from 
Installed Capacity Providers, for ensuring that consistent 
and accurate data is available for NYSRC and NYISO 
reliability studies. On request by the NYSRC, the 
NYISO shall make available for inspection 
documentation covering its methods and processes for 
reviewing outage data. 

 
The NYISO shall notify the NYSRC within 30 days after it 
determines that misreported outage data has been used in 
NYSRC or NYISO reliability studies.  
 
C-M5: 
Owners of resources located in or serving the NYCA shall 
provide to the NYISO accurate resource outage and load 
response data on a timely basis for their units in accordance with 
NYISO procedures, tariffs and schedules. 
Installed Capacity Providers located in or serving the NYCA 
shall provide appropriate resource outage data for their resources 
in accordance with NYISO procedures, tariffs, and schedules for 
reporting outage data to the NYISO. The outage data that is 
submitted to the NYISO shall be complete and accurate prior to 
being used in NYSRC and NYISO reliability studies.  

  
7.  Full Compliance Statement (TBD by RCMS) 
  
8.  Levels of Non-Compliance (TBD by RCMS) 
     Level 1  
     Level 2  
     Level 3  
     Level 4  
  
9.  Responsible Entity NYISO 
  
10.  Compliance Monitoring Entity RCMS 
  
11.  Implementation Plan (TBD by RCMS) 
  
12.  Comments  
  
13.  Date Rule/Measurement Adopted  
  
14.  PRR Revision Dates  2/3/09 
 


